
The Adventure of Weak Theology

•

Štefan Štofaník. Friend. Colleague. Former seminarian. Father of two.

members of the research group Theology in a Postmodern Context 
fondly. 

The 
Adventure of Weak Theology
now turned into a book, seems like the best homage and honor one can do 
to Štefan. The book itself is remarkable. Presenting a sort of genealogy of 

even if at times Štofaník seems to lose track, he always reemerges with 
an inspiring point that sticks—only late in the book, for instance, will 

My hope, sometimes, is that some of his points have inspired Caputo 
to write the intellectual autobiography Hoping Against Hope: Confessions 
of a Postmodern Pilgrim 
Caputo and Štofaník. I remember telling him, very, very often, to get in 
touch with Jack and exchange ideas, even to go and meet him or at least 

other, Stef always was reluctant to do so—even if, occasionally, yes, yes, 

is that he wanted to have it published before getting in touch with his 

of the present book. 
Štefan had character. As a matter of fact, I am pretty sure he only 

contacted Caputo once his work was completed. Caputo then wrote to 
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xiv Introduction

of his work—the evidence is right there in this old Facebook conversation 
I had with Štefan, or: how even digital presences can spook. 

desperately, seeks to expel. Stef, too, had had his troubles with the 

Citadelle 

academy. Stef wanted to be a writer rather than a scholar—the quips at 

bit all too sarcastic in the last chapter. 
He was in Slovenia, with Polona, his girlfriend, I believe, when he 

the book Caputo had read then, but I can imagine his surprise. Here 
was a complete genealogy of his weak theology, traced back especially to 
his Against Ethics

thought, and I think, too, that Štefan—a theologian without theology—
pretty much saw Caputo for what he had always been, a theologian, but 
then one that is one of a kind and with the sort of personality of which 

to be a scholar, nor a professor, nor did he care for a PhD all that much. 

book was a bit of a surprise for Caputo, an event even. All of a sudden, this 

manuscript prompted Caputo to ponder the muteness of the universe a 
bit more thoroughly. It was only after the imaginary talk turned real, at 

arguing—he tells a story rather—that Caputo puts all sorts of abysses 
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an odd chapter, to be sure, and Štefan does not really seem to speak his 
mind. Again, one will have to wait and pay attention before Štofaník tells 

one should reread or read more carefully even. 
If anything, Štofaník shows us how to read in his book. He gives us 

long quotes, some of which we already know, but then focuses on a turn 
of phrase that we have always read passed. It is a remarkably modest 

as perhaps we all have been and Caputo, for sure, too. At this juncture, 
Štofaník gets lost because of the fact that every deconstruction ends up 
with more things to deconstruct, so that all that is left is deconstructions 
over deconstructions over deconstructions . . . You can almost feel Stef 

compare it to an opera, although he clearly preferred the sonata. I think 
he did get stuck here and should have contacted Caputo, not to verify 
or falsify the hypothesis—à quoi bon?
and think. Štefan acknowledges two tendencies in Caputo. Again, this 
is long before weak theology appeared on the scene: on the one hand, 

on a diet, so to say, without the grand story of new beginnings and old, 

arrives on the scene, Štefan notes, it is possible and even desirable for us 

for the viens, viens, oui, oui The Weakness of 
God. I am not implying he will ever have been, nor that he should have 
done so. I only regret his not being around for telling stories about it now, 

Hoping Against Hope. There is 
in The Adventure of Weak Theology, though, and there is no doubt that 
Štofaník took the entire project of weak theology seriously, very seriously 
even, that is, as something real. He believed, like many of us, that the 
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xvi Introduction

Paul, through an abundance of Mass, is too strong and forgets about the 

with sticks like blind men and women. Štefan felt for the latter and had 

words Caputo spoke here in Leuven, and Štefan and I were present. It 
made a big impression on me, and I was unaware that it did on Stef, 
too. Yet, being educated in Leuven, we both grew wary of anything that 

only thing you need to know about religion without religion is that it is 

perhaps. Stef had pretty much the same idea: there was a lot of reverence 
toward the tradition—how could there not be, being stamped with it as 

This respect is obvious from the numerous times Štefan, in his second 

used the same methodological strategy earlier. This second phase, then, 

The Adventure of Weak Theology

dancing in the void, reveling in this aestheticism of endless interpretations 

to know, too, that Caputo is not all about Derrida, not just one more 
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state that this is a very serious matter—smiling all the while though. 
Weak theology is serious business and Štefan took it really seriously, 
hoping that, in some way or another, he could be a part of it. I hope, 
here, with this book, his name will become inscribed in the adventure of 
weak theology and this book will be a further inscription in the spaces 
carved out by Caputo. 

Štefan not to take things too seriously. He once told me, late at night, 
about the typewritten letter Caputo received from Heidegger. I remember 

Parmenides at 

way of telling me not to take it too seriously. Academic business, well, is 
still a business. Stef and I never really talked about academic issues. As 
good friends, we obviously had more important things to discuss than 
philosophy, let alone theology. 

To conclude—I do not want to conclude. Stef felt it, I feel it, and Stef 
communicates it, even though he wants to break free of the spell. What 

boundaries. The unwarned reader, too, will notice that Stef speaks to 
the believer and the seeker more so than to professional theologians and 
academics. Qua writing, I feel that there are very few books that can 
compete with this. 

The Insistence of God or noted the importance 

First of all, Štefan was wrong when he says that there are no saints in 

day. Caputo is keen in Hoping Against Hope to tell us the story of these 
little souls and little saints, who insist that God exists through their very 

Second, I think Stef was oblivious to the breadth, and there is one, of 
yes. For Caputo, one needs the rainy days in 

order to tell what a sunny day is: after all, we only know that it is life that 
is important through the very possibility of death. Without the latter, the 
former would be but a life of an object, of little or no importance. It is 
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meaningful. It is because of this peras, these limits, that all of our dreams 
are limitless. You need to say yes, my friend. There are rainy days, there 

furniture. Life is more like jogging than driving to work; the joy is in the 

I think Štefan, somehow, may have forgotten this: it is better to dream 
and not to forget, than to forget how to dream.

My dear friend Štefan, Stef, let me address you in the fraternal moment 

and smile at you, wherever you are, and conclude with the song you once 
sang to me in the middle of an abandoned parking lot somewhere in 

Shine on, you crazy diamond.
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